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Global asymptotic stability of a passive juggling strategy: A possible partsfeeding method
Abstract
In this paper we demonstrate that a passive vibration strategy can bring a one-degree-of-freedom ball to a
specified periodic trajectory from all initial conditions. We draw motivation from the problem of parts
feeding in sensorless assembly. We provide simulation results suggesting the relevance of our analysis to
the parts feeding problem.
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formalism and the wide range of applications of discrete systems formalism. They were introduced to handle many evolution processes which are subject to singular short-term perturbations. Abrupt changes must be approached with mathematical and technical aspects dealing with the final evolution
of such impulsive sources, whose eﬀects are entirely transferred to the new state of the systems like transitions in quantum mechanics. Modern aspects in physics (quantum theory) and mathematics (wavelets, fractal theory) should be expedient in modeling short range phenomena and describing
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• Mathematical aspects of pulse generation
• Dynamical and computational aspects of pulse mea-

surement
• Wavelets analysis of localized space-time phenomena
• Stochastic aspects of pulses, sequences of pulses and
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